Client: Glazer Design & Construction, LLC
(http://glazerconstruction.com)

Project Scope: Redesign the website look and feel, organize the
navigation, add and optimize content for SEO, and feature portfolio to
include photos, videos and virtual tours.
Project Notes: The current site is cluttered and lacks a primary focus, look
and feel is outdated, and lacks more detailed information on services
impact visitor action and search engine indexing.
Working with the client we determined three key areas of focus:
• Residential Construction or Home Renovations
• Commercial Construction and Renovations
• Construction Portfolio
Highlighting these three areas segments those looking for residential or
commercial construction services, and those looking to see completed
projects.
Design and Production Time Frame: 6 Weeks

Here is the original website. At first glance of the page you can see that there are
multiple areas competing for your attention. People tend to read left to right and scan
down a page. A heat map would likely show visitors viewing the logo and photo up top
then jumping down to the bottom three boxes.

There also isn’t that much information on the home page but because of the design and
placement of elements it appears cluttered.

So in our home page redesign we need to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Meet our visitors so that they know where they are;
Clearly present what they can do here
Show why they should do it
Direct them to do it

This is the top portion of our new home page. The logo and the tag line clearly answer
where visitors are, “Atlanta’s Remodeling, Renovation and New Construction Leader”.
For someone searching a keyword related to home or commercial renovations, they are
at a site that addresses their search.
Next we answer what they can do by providing content and links to residential and
commercial services and the construction portfolio.

Next the content written provides information on Glazer’s expertise providing a reason
to continue to one of the links to gather more info.
Finally we direct the visitor to take the next action to visit the residential, commercial or
construction portfolio. We also have a larger call to action to Request a Renovation or
New construction quote.
Our home page continues below the call to action. We pull in the latest blog posts with
excerpts to have fresh content on the home page that features important keywords.
We also include our Name, Address and Number (NAP) for Local Marketing purpose
and our social links.

Continuing dow the right side we added in a the Glazer introduction video.
Our footer, which is viewable on every page includes information on their services,
areas served and logo icons for memberships and associations.
Interior Pages
Moving into the site here is the original residential services page.

This page was meant to provide information on all of there residential services. Beyond
a bulleted listing of services and text listing of completed projects there really isn’t much
content for visitors to see.
A lot of the relevant keywords include service names such as “Kitchen Renovation”,
“Bathroom Remodeling”, “New Construction”, etc. The original site wasted a lot of
opportunity to target these keywords by having individual pages for each.
In our redesign we include a Residential Services page but it is less important than our
individual services pages. Its only purpose is to direct visitors who land on the page to
the specific service page they are interested in.

Here is a screenshot of the Kitchen Remodel page. The page is optimized for kitchen
remodeling related keywords. In addition we provide kitchen remodeling benefits,
design ideas and a Lightbox photo gallery of completed kitchens renovations.

In the sidebar we once again include our NAP for Local Marketing and our social links.
We also included the Glazer introduction video and feed in kitchen related blog posts
with excerpts.

The completed page works for both human visitors and search engines.
Construction Portfolio
One of the goals we wanted to accomplish with this redesign was to feature examples
of Glazer’s work in multiple formats. We built an initial Portfolio page to direct visitors to
Photo, Video and Virtual Tour content.

Photo Gallery
For the Before and After photo gallery we created a simple template to feature
completed renovations. The Lightbox photo gallery allows visitors to view the photos in
an enlarged slideshow format.

The Before and After photo gallery features 28 projects including kitchen, commercial,
interior and exteriors renovations. As well as new construction projects.
Its a great way to demonstrate Glazer construction expertise
In addition to the this Gallery we have a second gallery page that lists all of the photos
in the various services categories.

Video Gallery
We created a video gallery page to showcase the Glazer videos. The page currently
lists their four videos with room to expand as they create new ones.
Each video can be viewed on the page or they can be viewed on YouTube.

Virtual Tour
The final piece of the portfolio is virtual tours of completed renovation projects. These
tours allow you to get a 360 degree view of the renovation projects and move from room
to room.

The website redesign has been very successful. Since the initial redesign Glazer has
seen an increase in keyword ranking in search engines and an increase in submitted
requests for quotes.

